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Introduction. Much has been written during the past thirty years on

summabilityf of sequences of constants. The subject of summability of

sequences of functions is largely unexplored.f

Very recently Gillespie and Hurwitz§ discovered that any bounded

sequence of real continuous functions, defined over a closed compact set A,

which converges to a continuous limit function is uniformly summable by

a regular transformation totally equivalent to a regular transformation with

a triangular matrix. This fact creates an interest in summability of sequences

of functions. In 1925 Hurwitz^f discussed the behavior of what we shall

call ultimate bounds of sequences of real constants under real regular trans-

formations, and more recently he|| has considered the behavior of oscillations

of complex and of real sequences of constants under complex and real regular

transformations with triangular matrices.

In this paper, regular transformations with triangular matrices, which

have been conspicuous in the theory of summability, will be applied to

sequences of functions. We will consider the behavior of ultimate bounds

of real sequences under real transformations, and of continuous oscillation

and convergence and uniform oscillation and convergence of complex and

real sequences under complex and real transformations; ultimate bounds,

oscillations, and convergence being considered (1) over a set as a whole,

(2) at a single point of a set, and (3) at all points and limit points of a set.**

* Presented to the Society, April 18, 1930; received by the editors April 2, 1930.

t For a bibliography of the subject, see Smail, History and Synopsis of the Theory of Summable

Infinite Processes, University of Oregon Press, 1925.

% However, it is well known that the Cesàro and certain other transformations preserve uniform

convergence of bounded sequences of functions.

§ D. C. Gillespie and W. A. Hurwitz, these Transactions, vol. 32, pp. 527-543.

If W. A. Hurwitz, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 26, pp. 231-48.

|| W. A. Hurwitz, American Journal of Mathematics.

** In a paper to appear in the American Journal of Mathematics, entitled The behavior of mean

square oscillation and convergence under regular transformations, the writer further extends the applica-

tion of regular transformations to sequences of functions.
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We recall that a transformation with a triangular matrix is a sequence-to-

sequence transformation of the form

On = anlSx + an2s2 + • • • + annsn

where the ank are constants, and that a transformation is said to be regular

when it carries every convergent sequence {sn} into a sequence {o-„} which

converges to the same value. Such a transformation is said to be real when

ank is real for all « and k ; otherwise it is complex. The following ten conditions

to which we shall refer repeatedly in this paper are catalogued together for

convenience :

n

Ci : 22 | ank | is bounded for all w;
k=X

C2 :        for each k, lim a„k = 0;
rt-»w

n

C3 : lim 2a"* = 1;
«-"» *-i

n

C4 : lim  2 I ank | = 1 ;
»-"»   i-l

C5 :        for each k,ank = 0 for almost* all n:

C6 : 2a«fc = 1 I0r almost all n;
Jb=l

C7 : ank ^ 0 for almost all ¿;

C8 : for each k,ank è 0 for almost all «;

C» : for each k,ank ^ 0 for almost all «;

Ci0: ank è 0 for almost all n.

The reader will find it helpful to think of each of the ten conditions in terms

of the triangular matrix of which the «th row is anx, an2, ■ • ■ , ann, and the

£th column is akk, ak+1,k, ak+2,k, • • • . Thus C6 indicates that there is a certain

row such that the sum of the elements in any lower row is 1, C7 indicates

that all elements to the right of a certain fixed column are non-negative,

Go indicates that all elements below a certain fixed row are non-negative, etc.

Let the symbol (T) represent a regular transformation with a triangular

matrix. By the Silverman-Toeplitz theorem, in order that a complex (or

real) transformation may be regular when applied to complex (or real)

sequences, G, C2, and C3 are necessary and sufficient.   Hence (T), complex

* I.e., a„*=0 except for at most a finite number, depending on k, of values of n.
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or real, satisfies Ci, C2, and C3. The conditions C4 and C? were used by

Hurwitz,* and C6, C6, Cg, C9, and Ci0 are used for the first time in this paper.

The functions f(x) and s(x) considered in this paper are regarded as being

defined over a non-empty set A of any abstract metric space; however any

reader not interested in this degree of generality may regard the set A as

being in euclidean spacef of one or more dimensions. In all sections where

complex functions are considered, an interesting special case is obtained by

regarding A as being a set in a euclidean plane so that a point x of A deter-

mines two coordinates, say £ and r¡, and a complex function f(x) may be

written m(£, 17)+«>(£• y); if one cares to demand that u and v shall satisfy

the Cauchy-Riemann differential equations, thenf(x) is an analytic function

of the complex variables (£+«?)• Throughout this paper,/(x) is finite for

each value of x for which it is defined, but the symbols + <» and — °o are

admitted as limits and bounds.

The wordings of the theorems of the various sections of this paper have

been made as similar as possible to make essential differences apparent and to

facilitate the proofs. The reader may note that alternative statements of

some of the theorems are desirable; for example, Theorem 7.12 is equivalent

to the following:

Any regular transformation with a triangular matrix carries every sequence

which is bounded and uniformly convergent over a given set into a sequence

which converges uniformly over the set to the same limit function.

Chapter I.  Bounds of real sequences

In this chapter, all sequences and transformations considered are real.

Two facts, established by W. A. Hurwitz,f to which we shall have oc-

casion to refer in this chapter are stated in the following lemmas :

Lemma 1.01. In order that (T) may be such that

lim sup o-n S hm sup s„

for all sequences {s„} of constants for which the right member is finite, Ci is

necessary and sufficient.

Lemma 1.02. If (T) fails to satisfy Q, then there is a bounded sequence

{s„} of constants such that

lim sup <r„ > lim sup sn.
»—* oo H—♦ «

* Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, loc. cit.

t In any euclidean space, any bounded set is compact and conversely.

} Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 26 (1925), pp. 232-237.
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1. Ultimate bounds of sequences over a set

Let a sequence {/„(x)} be defined over a set A. Then G(fn; A) is the least

upper bound of the element fn(x) of the sequence over the set A ; and

lim supn-^G (/*„; A) may appropriately be called the ultimate least upper bound

of the sequence {fn(x)]over the set A. Analogously g (fn; A) is the greatest lower

bound of fn(x) over A, and lim infB_„ g(fn; A) is the ultimate greatest lower

bound of \fn(x)} over A.

The seven theorems 1.110-1.123 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall not increase ultimate least upper bounds of sequences over

a set.

Theorem 1.110. In order that (T) may be such that

(1.1101) lim sup G(o-n; A) g limsupG(j„;^4)
n—>oo n—*«

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A

for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

The condition C4 is necessary, for it follows from Lemma 1.02 that it is

necessary for (1.1101) when bounded sequences of constants are considered.

The condition C4 is sufficient. Given an admissible sequence {sn(x)}, choose

Af so that \sn(x) | <Af over A for all « and let q be any number greater than

lim sup G(sn; A). Choose an index p such that G(sn; A) <q for n>p; then

sn(x) <q over A for «>p. Let bnk = J ( |«n* | +ank) è 0 and c„k = § ( \ank \ —ank)

^0 so that \ank\=bnk+c„k and ank = bnk — cnk. Then for n>p and each x

in A

p n n

(1.1102) (Tn(x)   =     *52ankSk —    ̂   CnkSk +    23  bnkSk,
fc-1        *-'=P+l        k=p+l

p n n

(1.1103) cn(x) Ú M £ I ank | + M £ c* + ? £ &„t.
1=1 i=p+l       i=p+l

Since the right member of (1.1103) is independent of x, we have for n>p

(1.1104) G(o-n;A) ̂ MÍt\<>nk\ + MÍtcnk + q ¿ 6nfc.
*=1 i— p+1 t—P+1

Using C4 and the regularity of (r) we obtain the following five relations

the first three of which hold for each fixed k :

n n

lim   \ ank\ = 0,   lim cnk = 0,   lim b„k = 0,  lim  22e** = °> "m ^2 bnk = 1;
n—»» n—»« M-*« n—»w    ¿_i »—»»  k=l

and due to these relations it follows from (1.1104) that lim sup G(<rn; A) ^q.
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Since q is any number greater than lim sup G(sn; A), (1.1101) follows and

C4 is sufficient.

Two theorems, the proofs of which may be made to depend on those of

other theorems, are the following:

Theorem 1.111.  In order that (T) may be such that

lim sup G(<rn; A) ^ lim supG(s„; .4)
A—»oo n—»oo

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A and bounded above over

A for all n, such that the right member is finite, C7 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 1.112.  In order that (T) may be such that

lim sup G(<rn; A) ^ limsupG(sn;.4)
n—* oo ft—» m

for every sequence \sn(x)), defined over a finite set A and bounded below over

A for all n, such that the right member is finite, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Since A is a finite set, the condition sn(x) is bounded above over A for all n

is automatically satisfied by every sequence {sn(x)} for which lim sup G(sn;A)

is finite. Therefore Theorem 1.111 is equivalent to Theorem 1.113 and may

be proved simultaneously with it; and Theorem 1.112 follows from Theorem

1.110.

Theorem 1.113. In order that (T) may be such that

lim supG(ern; A) ^ lim sup G(sn; .4)
n—» » n—» oo

for every sequence {sn(x)} ¡defined over a finite set A, such that the right member

is finite, C7 is necessary and sufficient.

Necessity follows from Lemma 1.01. The condition is sufficient. Let q

be any number greater than lim sup G(sn; A), and choose an index p such

that G(s„; A) <q for n>p and also a„i^0 for k>p. Since A is finite, sn(x) is

bounded over A for each n ; hence there is a constant M such that | sn (x) \ < M

over A for n = 1, 2, 3, • • • , p. Therefore for n >p and each x in A

p n p n

<Tn(x)   =    Yja*kSk +    22  ankSk è M X) I <>nk \  + Ç ̂   ank,
k—l k=p+l k=l k=p+l

and
p n

G(an; A) ^ M J2 | ank | + q £ ctnk.
*=1 k=p+l

Since (T) is regular, lim sup G(an; A)^q, and sufficiency follows
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Theorem 1.121.  In order that (T) may be such that

(1.1211) lim sup G(an; A) ^ hmsupG(s„;.<4)
n—»co n—*°°

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over an infinite set A and bounded above

over A for all «, such that the right member is finite, Go is necessary and suffi-

cient.

We shall show that Go is necessary by showing that C7 and C8, which

taken together are equivalent to G0, are both necessary. The necessity of

C7 follows from Lemma 1.01. To show that Cs is necessary, we shall suppose

that (T) fails to satisfy Cg and construct a sequence {s„(x)} satisfying the

conditions of the theorem for which (1.1211) is denied. From a denial of C$

it follows that there is a value of k, say X, and a sequence {««} of indices

such that lim «„= + «> and a„ax<0 for a = l, 2, 3, •. • • . Let {xa} be a

sequence of distinct points of A, and define the sequence {s„(x)} over A

as follows: s„(x)=0, «?*X; sx(x) = 0, xt^Xx, x2, x3, ■ ■ ■ ; and s\(xa) = l/an|>x,

a = l, 2, 3, ■ • • . Note that sn(x) is bounded above (by 0) over A for all »

and that lim sup G(sn; A)=lim inf g(sn; .4)=0.* However for «a^X,

o-„a(xa) = l, a = l, 2, 3, • • • , so that G(<T„a; A) §;1, a = l, 2, 3, • • • , and

lim sup G(<7„; A)^\. Thus, for this sequence {s„(x)}, (1.1211) is denied and

the necessity follows. To establish sufficiency of G0, choose Af such that

s„(x) <M over A for all « and define q and p as in the preceding theorems.

Let p be increased if necessary so that a„k^0 for n>p. Then for n>p and

each x in A

p n p n

<fn(x)   =     ̂ 2ankSk +    X   anhSk  Ú   M Xa»* + ?]C   a»*;
k=! i=j>+l i-1 k—p+1

and since (T) is regular, lim sup G(an; A)^q and sufficiency follows.

Theorem 1.122. 7« order that (T) may be such that

limsupG(<r„; .4) ^ limsupG(s„; A)
n—»» n—*»

for every sequence {s„(x)}, defined over an infinite set A and bounded below

over A for all », such that the right member is finite, C4 and{ C9 are necessary and

sufficient.

Necessity of C4 follows from Theorem 1.110. The necessity of C9 is

established here, where sn(x) is not assumed bounded above, by using the

method used in Theorem 1.121, where sn(x) was not assumed bounded below,

* The fact that lim inf g(sn; A) isfinite will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.321.
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to prove that C8 was a necessary condition. To establish sufficiency, choose

H such that s„(x) >p. over A for all n and define q and p as usual. Due to

C9 there is an index N^p such that a„tg0for k = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , p when n > N.

Hence for n > N and x in A

p n n

<rn(x) ̂  p. ̂ a„jb — p X f»t + ?E *»*
*—1 t-p+l *—JH-I

where cnk and ¿»„¡t are the non-negative constants defined in Theorem 1.110.

Using C4 and the regularity of (T), we find that lim sup G(an; A)^q and

sufficiency follows.

Theorem 1.123. In order that (T) may be such that

limsupG(<r„; A) í£ limsupG(i„;^4)
n—»oo n—»oo

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over an infinite set A, suck that the right

member is finite, Ci0 and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

That do and C9 are necessary follows from Theorems 1.121 and 1.122.

But C10 and C9 are equivalent to C10 and C6; thus necessity is proved. To

establish sufficiency, define q and p as usual and increase p if necessary

so that anifcèO for n>p. Due to C6 there is an index N^p such that an4 = 0,

k = l, 2, 3, • • • , p, for n>N. Then we have for n>N and each x in A

p n n n

<Tn(x) =   2-,a„ksk +  ¿2 anksk=  ¿^ Vnksk ̂  q ¿2 ank;
fc=l t-P+l k-p+l k—p+1

hence lim sup G(crn; A)-¿q and sufficiency follows.

The seven theorems 1.210-1.223 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall not decrease ultimate greatest lower bounds of sequences over

a set. Rewriting Theorems 1.110, 1.112, 1.111, 1.113, 1.122, 1.121, and 1.123

with sn(x) replaced by — sn(x) and hence an(x) replaced by — <r„(x), and taking

into account facts such as lim sup G(—fn; A) = —lim inf g(fn', A) and if

—sn(x) is bounded above over A for all n then sn(x) is bounded below over

A for all n, we obtain respectively the seven theorems :

Theorem 1.210. In order that (T) may be such that

lim inf g(<rn; A) ^ lim inf g(sn; A)
ft—* 00 »—» OH

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over

A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.
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Theorem 1.211. In order that (T) may be such that

lim inf g(o-„; ^4) ^ lim inf g(sn\ A)
n—»oo n—»oo

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A and bounded above over

A for all n, such that the right member is finite, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 1.212. In order that (T) may be such that

lim inf g(<rn; A) Sï lim inf g(sn; A)
n—»oo n—»oo

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A and bounded below over

A for all «, such that the right member is finite, C7 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 1.213. In order that (T) may be such that

lim inf g(a„; A) ^ lim inf g(sn; A)
rt-»00 »-»00

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A, such that the right member

is finite, C7 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 1.221. In order that (T) may be such that

lim inf g((Tn; A) ^ lim inf g(sn; A)
n—»oo n—»oo

for every sequence \sn(x)\, defined over an infinite set A and bounded above

over A for all n, such that the right member is finite, C4 and C9 are necessary

and sufficient.

Theorem 1.222. In order that (T) may be such that

lim inf g(crn; A) ^ lim inf g(sn; A)
«—» oo n—♦ oo

for every sequence \sn(x)), defined over an infinite set A and bounded below

over A for all n, such that the right member is finite, G0 is necessary and suffi-

cient.

Theorem 1.223. In order that (T) may be such that

lim inf g(<r„; A) S; Km inf g(s„; A)
fí—»oo n—»oo

for every sequence {s„(x)}, defined over an infinite set A, such that the right

member is finite, G0 and C5 are necessary and sufficient.

The seven theorems 1.310-1.323 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that a transformation shall neither increase ultimate least upper bounds

nor decrease ultimate greatest lower bounds of sequences.
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We may combine Theorems 1.110 and 1.210 to obtain

Theorem 1.310. In order that (T) may be such that

lim sup G(o-„; A) ^ lim supG(s„; A)
n—»oo «—»oo

and
lim inf g(crn; A) 2: lim inf g(sn; A)

»—»» n-*oo

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A

for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

The three following theorems may be proved simultaneously.

Theorems 1.311, 1.312. In order that (T) may be such that

lim supG(an; A) ^ lim supG(í„; .4)
»—»oo n—»w

and
lim inf g(<xn; A) ^ lim inf g(sn; A)

ff—»OO »-»00

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A and bounded above (below)

over A for all n, such that the right members are finite, C4 is necessary and

sufficient.

Theorem 1.313. In order that (T) may be such that

lim sup G(<r„; A) ^ lim sup G(s„; .4)
ff—» 00 ff—» 00

and
lim inf g(an; A) ^ lim inf g(sn; A)

ff—»oo ff—»oo

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A, such that the right members

are finite, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Since A is a finite set, the sequences {s„(x)} considered in each of the

three theorems are precisely the sequences {•$„(#)} which are bounded over

A for all n; hence each of the three theorems follows from Theorem 1.310.

Theorem 1.321. In order that (T) may be such that

(1.3211) limsupG((r„; A) ¿ lim supG(í„; A)
ff—»00 »—»00

and

(1.3212) lim inf g(<rn; A) lim inf g(sn; A)
»—»» »-»00

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over an infinite set A and bounded above

over A for all n, such that the right members are finite, C4 and C¡, are necessary

and sufficient.
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The necessity of C4 is contained in Theorem 1.310. That C8 is necessary

for (1.3211) under the present conditions was established in the course of

the proof of Theorem 1.121. The proof of Theorem 1.122 is easily made to

show that C9 is necessary for (1.1221) even when lim inf g(sn; A) is supposed

finite, and we find on replacing sn(x) by — sn(x) that C9 is necessary for

(1.3212) under the present conditions. Since C8 and C9 are necessary, G

is necessary. To establish sufficiency, let Q be any number greater than

lim sup G(i„; A) and q be any number less than lim inf g(sn; A). Choose

an index p such that G(s„; A)<Q and g(sn; A)>q for n>p. Using C6,

choose an index N^p such that ank = 0, k = l, 2, 3, • ■ • , p, for n>N.

Then, using the notation of Theorem 1.110, we may write for «> A7 and each

x in ^4
n n

"Ö    línt+f   E^  =   ff"(X)
k=p+! i=p+l

n n

â   —  q   2    Cnk +  QTj   Kk-
k=p+l fc=p+l

Using C4 and the regularity of (T) we find from the preceding relation that

<?^lim inf g(an; A) and lim sup G(<rn; A) ¿Q; these relations imply (1.3211)

and (1.3212) and sufficiency is proved.

Rewriting the preceding theorem with sn(x) replaced by — sn(x), we

obtain

Theorem 1.322. In order that (T) may be such that

lim sup G(an;A) ^ lim supG(sn; A)
rt—> oo ft—» oo

and
lim inf  g(an; A) ^ lim inf g(sn; A)

fl—»oo ft—»oo

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over an infinite set A and bounded below

over A for all n, such that the right members are finite, C4 and C6 are necessary

and sufficient.

Theorem 1.323. In order that (T) may be such that

lim supG(o-n; A) ^ lim supG(s„; A)
ft—* » w—» »

and
lim inf g(<rn; A) ^ lim inf g(s„; A)

ft—» 00 ft—» 00

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over an infinite set A, such that the right

members are finite, C4 and C6 are necessary and sufficient.
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Necessity is contained in Theorem 1.321 and sufficiency may be estab-

lished verbatim as in Theorem 1.321.

2. Ultimate bounds of sequences at a point

Let a sequence {/„(#)} be defined over a set A and let x0 be a point of

A ° where A ° is the set consisting of the points and limit points of A. For

each sequence {xi} of points of A with the limit x0, form

lim suT)fn(xi) = v and . lim inf fn(xi) = w;
ff—* OO , i—♦ 00 ff—» 00     Î—* OO

the least upper bound of all such v is denoted by Y(x0; {fn}, A)* and may be

called the ultimate least upper bound of the sequence {fn(x)} at the point x0;

the greatest lower bound of all such w is denoted by y(x0; \fn}, A) and may

be called the ultimate greatest lower bound of the sequence {fn(x)} at the point Xn.

The seven theorems 2.110-2.123 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall not increase ultimate least upper bounds of sequences at a

point.

Theorem 2.110. In order that (T) may be such that

(2.1101) r(x0; {o-„},a) g r(*„; U»},a)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A such that x0 is in

A ° and bounded over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, C4 is necessary

and sufficient.

Necessity is established as in Theorem 1.110. To prove sufficiency,

choose M so that \sn(x) \ <M over D for all n, let q be any number greater

thanr(x0; {sn}, A), and let {xi} be any sequence of points of A with the limit

x0. Choose an index p such that sn(xi) <q for i>p, n>p and such that Xi is

in D for i>p.    Then we may write, for x = xit n>p, i>p, the relations

(1.1102) and (1.1103).  Using C4 and the regularity of (T) we find that

lim sup <rn(xi) ^ q;
ff—»00 p t—»OO

hence Y(x0; {on}, A)¿q, (2.1101) follows, and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 2.111.  In order that (T) may be such that

T(x0; {<rn},A) g T(x0; {*»} ,A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which xa is an isolated point

and bounded above over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all », such that the right

member is finite, C7 is necessary and sufficient.

* Hahn, Theorie der reellen Funktionen, p. 232.
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Theorem 2.112.  In order that (T) may be such that

Y(xo; {<Tn],A) é T(xo; {sn} ,A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point

and bounded below over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that the

right member is finite, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Since x0 is an isolated point of A, the condition sn(x) is bounded above

over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all « is automatically satisfied by every

sequence {s„(x)} for which r(x0; {sn}, A) is finite. Therefore Theorem 2.111

is equivalent to Theorem 2.113 and may be proved simultaneously with

it; and Theorem 2.112 follows from Theorem 2.110.

Theorem 2.113.  In order that (T) may be such that

(2.1131) r(s0; {vn} ,A) è r(s0; {*»} ,A)

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point,

such that the right member is finite, C7 is necessary and sufficient.

If [xi] and {xi } are any two sequences of points of A with the limit x0,

then there is an index p such that x¡ and x/ are x0 for i>p. Hence

lim sup <Tn(xi) = lim sup cn(%o),
n—* » , i—* « n—* °o

and

lim sup sn(x¡ )  =   lim sup sn(xo)
»—» oo , i—» » ft—» 00

and (2.1131) is equivalent to the condition

lim sup (Tn(xo)  Ú lim sup sn(x0).
ft—»00 ft—»00

But {in(^o)} is a sequence of constants; thus the necessity and sufficiency

of C7 follows from Lemma 1.01.

Theorem 2.121. In order that (T) may be such that

T(x0; {<rn},A) g T(x0 ;{sn} ,A)

for every sequence {in(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point

and bounded above over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all «, such that the right

member is finite, Go is necessary and sufficient.

The necessity proof is an adaptation of that of Theorem 1.121, the

essential change being that the sequence {xa} is for the present purpose

taken to be a sequence of distinct points of A with the limit x0.   The suffi-
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ciency proof is a modification of that of Theorem 1.121 precisely as the

sufficiency proof of Theorem 2.110 is a modiñcation of that of Theorem 1.110

Similar proofs furnish the two following theorems:

Theorem 2.122.  In order that (T) may be such that

Y(xo) {<Tn),A) g Y(xo\ {sn),A)

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point

and bounded below over a neighborhood D of Xo in A for all n, such that the

right member is finite, C4 and C9 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 2.123. In order that (T) may be such that

Y(x0; {<rn} ,A) ^ Y(x0; {sn} ,A)

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point,

such that the right member is finite, Cio and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

The seven theorems 2.210-2.223 give necessary and sufficient con-

ditions that(r) shall not decrease ultimate greatest lower bounds of sequences

at a point. Rewriting Theorems 2.110, 2.112, 2.111, 2.113, 2.122, 2.121, and

2.123 with sn(x) replaced by — s„(x), and taking into account facts such as

Y(x0; { —fn}, A) = — y(x0; {/„}, A) we obtain respectively the seven theorems:

Theorem 2.210. In order that (T) may be such that

y(x0; {<rn} ,A) ^ y(x0; {sn} ,A)

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over a set A such that x0 is in A" and

bounded over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 2.211.  In order that (T) may be such that

y(x0; {<rn} ,A) ^ y(x0; {sn\ ,A)

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point

and bounded above over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that the right

member is finite, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 2.212.  In order that (T) may be such that

7(^0; {o-n} ,A) ^ y(x0; {sn\ ,A)

for every sequence \s„(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point

and bounded below over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that the right

member is finite, C7 is necessary and sufficient.
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Theorem 2.213. In order that (T) may be such that

-y(*o; {"-»M) ^ 7(*o; {i»},¿)

for every sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point,

suck that the right member is finite, C7 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 2.221. In order that (T) may be such that

y(x0; {<r„} ,A) ^ 7(x0; {*•,} ,A)

for every sequence [sn(x) ], defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point and

bounded above over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that the right

member is finite, C4 and C9 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 2.222. In order that (T) may be such that

y{xo; {<r„} ,A) ^ 7(x0; {s„} ,A)

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point and

bounded below over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that the right

member is finite, Go is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 2.223.    In order that (T) may be such that

y(x0; {<r„} ,A) ^ 7(x0; {sn} ,A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which xo is a limit point, such

that the right member is finite, Go and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

The seven theorems 2.310-2.323 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (7") shall neither increase ultimate least upper bounds nor decrease

ultimate greatest lower bounds of sequences at a point. The proofs of these

theorems are modifications of the proofs of the corresponding theorems of §1.

Theorem 2.310.   7« order that (T) may be such that

r(x0; {an},A) è r(*o; {sn},A)

and

y(x0; {an]fA) ^ 7(^0; {in},^4)

for every sequence {sn(x)], defined over a set A such that x0 is in A0 and

bounded over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.
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Theorems 2.311, 2.312.   In order that (T) may be such that

Y{xo; \<fn},A) gr(*o; {*.} ,Á)

and

7(^0; {<?*} ,A) ^ y(x0; {sn} ,A)

for every sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point

and bounded above (below) over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such

that the right members are finite, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 2.313.    In order that (T) may be such that

Y(xo; {<rn},A) g Y(xo; {sn},A)

and

y(x0; {(Tn},A) ^ y(x0;{sn},A)

for every sequence {sn(x) ), defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point,

such that the right members are finite^ C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorems 2.321, 2.322.   In order that (T) may be such that

T(x0; {crn} ,A) ^T(x0;{sn\,A)

and

7(^0; {<rn},A) ^ 7(*o; {ir.},^)

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point

and bounded above (below) over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that

the right members are finite, C4 and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 2.323.  In order that (T) may be such that

T(x0; {<rn},A) g, T(x0; {sn} ,A)

and

7(^0; {<r„} ,A) ^ y(x0; {îB} ,A)

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point,

such that the right members are finite, C4 and C5 are necessary and sufficient.

3. Ultimate bounds at all points and limit points of a set

In comparing the theorems of this section with those of §1, the following

facts, given as lemmas, should be noted.
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Lemma 3.01. If

lim supG(/„; A) ^ lim supG^»; A)
n—*oo ft—»oe

where A contains more than one point, then it is not necessarily true that

T(x; {fn}, A)^T(x; [Fn], A) over A.

This lemma is established by considering the following simple sequences :

/«(xi) = 1, and fn(x) =0 for xj^Xx, Fn(x2) = 1, and Fn(x) = 0 for xj±x2; where

xi and x2 are two points of A. The first statement holds but the second fails

forx=Xi. A change of the signs of the elements of the sequences establishes

a corresponding lemma for ultimate greatest lower bounds.

Lemma 3.02. If T(x; {/„}, A) ^ T(x; {Fn}, A) over A ° and A is compact*

then

lim supG(/„; A) ;£ lim supG(F„; A).
ft—»oo ft—»oo

Suppose A is compact and lim sup G(/„; A) >lim sup G(Fn; A) ; we shall

show that the hypothesis is contradicted. Choose a number 8 such that

lim sup G(fn; A) >0>lim sup G(Fn; A). Then there is a sequence {«„} such

that G(f„a, A)>6 for a — \, 2, 3, • ■ -, and hence a sequence {xa} of points

of A such that/„a(xa) >0. Since A is compact, let {x¿ ] be a subsequence of

{x„} with a limit, say x0; then T(x0; {/„}, A)^6. It is easy to show that

lim sup G(Fn; A) ^ T(x; {Fn}, A) over A °. Combining inequalities, we have

r(x0; {/„}, ^4)>T(x; {Fn}, A) over A0, the hypothesis is denied, and the

lemma is proved. A corresponding lemma for greatest lower bounds follows.

The seven theorems 3.110-3.123 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall not increase ultimate least upper bounds of sequences at the

points and limit points of a set.

From Theorems 2.110, 2.111, 2.112 and 2.113, we obtain respectively

the following four theorems.

Theorem 3.110.  In order that (T) may be such that

r(x; {<Tn\,A) ^ r(x; {sn} ,A) over A°

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A

for all n,Ciis necessary and sufficient.

* The condition "A is compact" cannot be removed. To show this, let {xn} be a sequence of points

of A without limit points and define:/„(*„) =2,/„(*) =0 for x^xn; and F„(x) = 1 over A. Then T(x:

{/„},¿)=0overol», r(»;{F„},^) = lover/l0,limsupG(/„;4)=2,andlimsupG(F„;^) = landthe

memla fails.
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Theorem 3.111. In order that (T) may be such that

r(äc; {<>•„} ,A) g T(x; {sn} ,A) over A

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points and bounded

above over A for all n, such that the right member is finite for each x in A ,*

Ci is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.112.  In order that (T) may be such that

T(x; {(Tn),A) g T(x; {sn} ,A) over A

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points and bounded

below over A for all n, such that the right member is finite for each x in A, C4

is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.113. In order that (T) may be such that

T(x; {<r„} ,A) g T(x; {sn} ,A) over A

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points, such that

the right member is finite for each x in A, Ci is necessary and sufficient.

Noting that any set is made up of limit points and isolated points, we

obtain the necessity of the condition of the following theorem from Theorem

2.121 and the sufficiency from Theorems 2.121 and 2.111.

Theorem 3.121.  In order that (T) may be such that

T(x; \o-n),A) g T(x; {sn} ,A) over A0

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point

and bounded above over A for all n, such that the right member is finite for each

X in A °, Cio is necessary and sufficient.

Similarly we obtain from Theorems 2.122 and 2.112, and from Theorems

2.123 and 2.113, the two following theorems:

Theorem 3.122. In order that (T) may be such that

T(x; {o-n},A) g Y(x; {sn} ,A) over A*

for every sequence \sn(x)\, defined over a set A with at least one limit point

and bounded below over A for all n, such that the right member is finite for each

x in A0, C4 and C9 are necessary and sufficient.

* But not necessarily bounded over A.
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Theorem 3.123.  In order that (T) may be such that

T(x; {<r„} ,A) g V(x; {sn} ,A) over A"

for every sequence {s„(x)), defined over a set A with at least one limit point,

such that the right member is finite for each x in A °, Ci0 and C6 are necessary

and sufficient.

The seven theorems 3.210-3.223, obtained from the preceding by replac-

ing sn(x) by —sn(x), give necessary and sufficient conditions that (T) shall

not decrease ultimate greatest lower bounds of sequences at the points and

limit points of a set.

Theorem 3.210.  In order that (T) may be such that

y(x; {<rn},A) ^ y(x; {sn\ ,A) over A"

for every sequence {s„(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A

for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.211. In order that (T) may be such that

y(x; {<r„} ,A) ^ y(x; [sn] ,A) over A

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points and bounded

above over A for all n, such that the right member is finite for each x in A, C4

is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.212. In order that (T) may be such that

y(x; {<r„} ,A) ^ y(x; {sn} ,A) over A

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points and bounded

below over A for all n, such that the right member is finite for each x in A, C7

is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.213. In order that (T) may be such that

y(x; {<rn),A) ^ y(x; [sn] ,A) over A

for every sequence \sn(x) ), defined over a set A without limit points, such that

the right member is finite for each x in A, C7 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.221. In order that (T) may be such that

y{x; \<Tn\ ,A) ^ y(x; \sn) ,A) over A"

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point and

bounded above over A for all n, such that the right member is finite for each x in

A °, C4 and C9 are necessary and sufficient.
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Theorem 3.222. 7« order that (T) may be such that

y(x; {<?«},A) ^ y(x; {sn} ,A) over A*

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point and

bounded below over A for all n, such that the right member is finite for each x in

A °, Go is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.223. 7« order that (T) may be such that

y(x; {<rn},A) ^ y(x;\{sn} ,A) over A"

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point,

such that the right member is finite for each x in A0, Go and C6 are necessary

and sufficient.

The seven theorems 3.310-3.323, obtained from the last seven theorems

of §2, give necessary and sufficient conditions that (T) shall neither increase

ultimate least upper bounds nor decrease ultimate greatest lower bounds of

sequences at the points and limit points of a set.

Theorem 3.310.  7« order that (T) may be such that

T(x; {an},A) g T(x; {s„} ,A) over A"

and
y(x; {crn} ,A) ^ 7(x; {sn} ,A) over A*

for every sequence [sn(x)\, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A

for all «, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorems 3.311, 3.312. 7» order that (T) may be such that

r(x; {(Tn],A) g r(x; \sn] ,Á) over A

and
y(x; {(Tn\,A) ^ y(x; \sn] ,A) over A

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points and bounded

above (below) over A for all «, such that the right members are finite for each

x in A, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.313. 7« order that (T) may be such that

r(x; {(Tn},A) g r(x; [sn] ,A) over A

and
y(x; {on} ,A) ^ 7(x; {s„} ,A) over A

for every sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points, such that

the right members are finite for each x in A, C4 is necessary and sufficient.
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Theorems 3.321, 3.322. In order that (T) may be such that

Y(x; {<Tn},A) g T(x; {sn} ,A) over A0

and

y(x; {ffn},A) ^ y(x; {sn} ,A) over A°

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point and

bounded above (below) over A for all n, such that the right members are finite

for each xin A0, C4 and C& are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 3.323. In order that (T) may be such that

T(x; {<rn},A) á V(x; {sn} ,A) over A*

and

y(x; \an},A) ^ y(x; {sn} ,A) over A0

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point,

such that the right members are finite for each x in A °, C4 and C6 are necessary

and sufficient.

Chapter II. Continuous oscillaton and convergence

In this chapter the sequences and transformations considered may be,

except in cases where a specific statement to the contrary is made, either

real or complex.

We include in the following lemma a fact taken from a paper by W. A.

Hurwitz.*

Lemma 4.01. // (r) fails to satisfy C4, then there is a bounded sequence

\sn\ of constants such that

lim sup | o-m — <rn | > lim sup | sm — sn | ;
m—»oo,»—»« m-»oo, n—»oo

if (T) is real, {sn} may be taken real.

The four following lemmas may be proved together.

Lemmas 4.02, 4.03. Let A be an infinite set and let {xa} be a sequence of

distinct points in A. In case A has a limit point x0, let the sequence {xa} be

a sequence with the limit x0. If (T), real or complex, fails to satisfy Cs, then

there is a real sequence {sn(x)}, bounded above (below) over A, such that

lim sup | crm(xi) - an(xj) \ > lim sup \sm(x¡) - s„(xj)\= 0
m—* », n~* » m—* « j n—* »
¿—* 00 j j—* 00 f—♦ oo , J—♦ 00

where {xj } is any sequence of points of A.

* American Journal of Mathematics.
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Lemmas 4.04, 4.05. Under the hypotheses of Lemmas 4.02, 4.03 there is a

real sequence {sn(x)}, bounded above (below) over A, such that

lim sup      | <rm(xi) — <r„(xi) | >     lim sup     | sm(x¡) — sn(xí) \ = 0
fft-» 00, ft—»OO, ,*-♦ 00 «—»00, »-»00, ¿-»00

where \x¿ } is any sequence of points of A.

From a denial of C5 it follows that there is a value of k, say X, and a se-

quence {«„} of indices such thatlim»a= 4-oo andana,x7íí0fora = l, 2, 3, • • •.

Define the sequence {s»(x)} as follows: sn(x) =0 over A for »^X; s\(x) =0

for xj^Xx, x2, x3, • • ■ ; and s\(xa) = ( — 1)A/ \a„a,\ | where h = \ (k = 2). Evi-

dently the sequence {sn(x)} is bounded above or below over A according

as A is 1 or 2; and since sn(x) =0 over A for «>X

lim sup | sm(x- ) - sn(xj) | = lim sup | sm(x¡) — sn(x¡) \ = 0
m—»«o, »—»« m—»oo, n—»oo

*—WOfj—»00 1—»00

where {x„' } is any sequence of points of A.  But for «>X, an(xa) =an\S\(xa)

and we find for «„>X, «^>X that

I <r«a(xa) | = 1 and | <rnß(xa) \ = | anßX \ / | a„„iX | ;

hence

lim sup | Om(xi) — <tn(x,) I ^  lim sup | <rm(xi) — <rn(x,) |
f«-»00, »—»oo f»->00,B—>»

t—»00, J—»00 ¿—»00

^  lim sup | | <rna(x„) | - | <rnß(xa) | | è lim sup | 1 - | anf¡¿ \ / \ an„,x I I = + °°
a—»oo.ß—♦» a—*tO)ß—*at>

and the lemmas are proved.

4. Oscillation over a set

Let {/»(x)} be defined over any set A. Then the oscillation of the sequence

\fn(x) ) over the set A is denoted by fl( {/„}, A) and is defined as follows : For

each sequence {Xi} of points of A, form

lim sup | fm(xi) - f„(x¡) | = v;
fM-»oo, M—»oo

Í —» oO, j—* 00

the least upper bound of all such v is U({fn}, A).

An interesting connection between the oscillation of a real sequence

over a set and the ultimate bounds of the sequence over the set is given in

the following.
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Lemma 4.06.   // {/„(#)} is a real sequence defined over any set A, then

(4.061) Í2({/»} ,A) = lim supG(/„; A) - lim inf g(f„; A)
ff—»00 ff—»00

whenever the right member has a meaning; otherwise* 0({/„}, 4) = + °°.

To prove this lemma, it suffices to consider three cases: first, fn(x) is

bounded over A for all sufficiently great n; second, lim sup G(fn; A) = + oo ;

third, lim inf g(f„; A) = — oo. In the first case, there is a sequence {x{} of

points of A such that fm(x2m)úG(Jm, A)<fm(x2m) + l/m and fn(x2n+i)t

g(fn',A) >fn(x2n+i) — \/n for all sufficiently great m and n; for this sequence,

lim sup | fm(x2m) — fn(x2n+i) | = lim supG(/m; A) - lim inf g(fn; A),
Iff—»00, ff—»00

so that Sl({fn\, A) ^lim sup G(fn; A)—lim ini g(fn; A). But for any sequence

{xi} ofpointsof A,fm(xi)gG(fm;A) andfn(xj)^g(fn; A) so that ß({/„},^4)

^ lim sup G(f„; A)— lim inf g(fn; A). Combining inequalities, we have

(4.061) for the first case. In case lim sup G(fn; A) = + «>, let x0 be a point of

A, choose an index »i such that G(fni; A)>fi(xo) + l, and choose a point Xi

such that fni(xi)>fi(x0) + l; and in general choose np such that G(fnp; A)

>fp(xp_i)+p and choose xp such iha.tf„r(xp) >fp(xp-i)-r-p.  Then

lim | /„,(*„) - fP(xp-i) | = + oo , Q({fn} ,A) = + oo ,
P—»oo

and the lemma is proved for the second case. In case lim inf g(/n',A) = — oo,

we can choose sequences {np} and {xp} such that fnp(xp)<fP(xP-i)—p,

thus obtaining fi( {/„}, .4) = + °° and completing the proof of the lemma.

It is of interest to note specifically that this lemma enables us to use the

latter theorems of §1 to furnish easy proofs of the sufficiency (but not the

necessity) of the conditions of Theorems 4.112,4.122,4.123, 4.132, and 4.133.

The eight theorems 4.111-4.133 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall not increase oscillations of sequences over a set.

Theorem 4.111.  In order that (T) may be such that

(4.1111) n({<rn} ,A) g ü({sn} ,A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over

A for all n, d is necessary and sufficient.

Necessity follows from Lemma 4.01. To establish sufficiency, choose

M such that  |i„(*) | <M over A for all «, B such that £"=  \ank \ <B for

* The right member fails to have a meaning when and only when the terms are both + °o or

both — ».
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all «, and let 22*-i|an*| =■#»• Let {x,} be any sequence of points of A,

and let q be any number greater than fi({s„}, A); then there is an index p

such that

(4.1112)     | sß(xd - s,(xj) | < q for p ^ p, v^p,  i^p, j^p.

We may write, for m>p,,n>p, i>P,j>p, the identity

m n

*m(Xi)  — ffn(x,)   =    ^amkSk(Xi)   —     ^»iS^I,')

*=1

v

k-X

P

■■   ^amkSk(xi) -    53an*î*(*y) +   22<Wí<(*.) - £ an,s,(xj),
e—p+l »—p+lA-l fc-I

and, on noting that the last two terms of the last member are identically

equal to

(22 am»Sß(xi) )( 1 -  22 anr J — (    X «n^»(x}) )( 1 —  £ <*•»<• )
it—p+l /\ c-P+1       / \ »-.p+l /\ (Í-P+1 /-P+l

m n

+  22     2 <W0»v[ím(*í) - s,(xj)],
»i-p+1   »-p+l

obtain the identity

V V

Om(Xi)   —  On(x,)   =   ^,amkSk(Xi)   —     ^,ankSk(Xj)

k-X k=X

+ (   22   <Wc(*<) )( 1 —    2 a»' )
V—p+i /\        »=p+i    /

— ( 22 anvs,(x¡) )( 1 —   22a"». )
\»-p+l /\ M—P+l        /

(4.1113)

"P+l

♦n n

+      22 22   OHM.»»» [*/•(*<)   -   *»(*/)]■
(1—p+l   »-P+1

The absolute values of the first four terms of the right member are respec-

tively less than or equal to

M 22 I amk | , M 22 I ank I , MB
k-X

i- E«.
»-P+1

and Af5 1  —    22   amc
/■-P+l

each of which, due to the regularity of (7), approaches 0 as ?» and « become

infinite; hence
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(4.1114) lim sup I am(x¡) — <Tn(%i)
m—»», »—»«

= lim sup
m—»«•, »—»*>

i—♦ 00 , j—» 00

m n

22     22  am„a„,[sr(xi) — s,(xj)]
tt-p+i »-p+i

From (4.1112) we obtain for m>p, n>p, i>p,j>p,

(4.1115)

m n

22   22 «».^»»[^(s.) - Sy(xj)]
/•-p+i »-p+i

m n

hence

(4.1116)

= ? 22     22  I «mufln» I á qBmB„;
(l=p+l    v=p + l

lim sup | o-m(x.) — <r„(x,) | ^ lim sup (qBmBn)
f»—»00,»—»00 f»-»00,»—»00

and using C4 we have

(4.1117) lim sup | om(xi) — <r„(x,) | g q.
m—»oo, »—»oo

i—» oo , j—» «

Since {x,} is any sequence of points of A, S2({o-„}, i4)gç; this leads to

(4.1111) and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 4.112. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that

a({*n},A) Ú Sl({sn},A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded

over A for all », C4 is necessary and sufficient.

This theorem is established by noting that the proof of the preceding theo-

rem is undisturbed by supposing (T) and the {s„(x)} sequences to be real.

Theorem 4.121. 7« order that (T) may be such that

(4.1211) tl({cn},A) Ú Q([sn},A)

for every sequence {sn(x)], defined over a finite set A, C, is necessary and

sufficient.

Necessity follows from Theorem 4.111. The condition is sufficient. If

ü({s„},A) = -r-°o, no proof is required, for (4.1211) is automatically satisfied.

If ß({s„}, A) is finite, then, since A is a finite set, sn(x) is bounded over A for
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all n and sufficiency follows from Theorem 4.111.  This argument, based on

Theorem 4.112, establishes

Theorem 4.122. In order that a real (T) may be such that

a(Un},A) ¿n({sn},A)

for every real sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A, C4 is necessary and

sufficient.

From Theorems 4.112 and 4.122 we obtain

Theorem 4.123. In order that a real (T) may be such that

ü({<rn},A) gn({sn},A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A and bounded above

(below) over A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 4.131. In order that (T) may be such that

n({o-n},A) £Q({sn},A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an infinite set A,Ct and C6 are necessary

and sufficient.

Necessity of C4 follows from Lemma 4.01, and that of C5 from Lemma 4.02

(or 4.03), since for the {sn(#)} sequences there defined, fl({j»}, ^4) =0 while

Q({<rn}, ^4)>0. No proof of sufficiency is required if 0({s„}, -4) = + °°.

If ß( {sn}, A) is finite, let q be any greater number, let {Xi] be any sequence of

points of A, and choose an index p such that (4.1112) is satisfied. Then

\sn(xi)—sp(xp) I <q for n^p,i^p; hence there is a constant M such that

\sn(xi) \<M for n^p, i^p. Using C6, choose an index N^p such that

ank = 0, k — l,2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , pîorn>N. Then, referring to the identity (4.1113),

we see that, for m>N, n>N, i>p, j>P, the first two terms of the right

member vanish and the third and fourth terms approach 0 as m and n become

infinite. Therefore we may write (4.1114) and (4.1115), and sufficiency

follows as in Theorem 4.111.

The same proof establishes the following two theorems :

Theorem 4.132. In order that a real (T) may be such that

v({cn},A) éSl({sn},A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an infinite set A, C4 and C5 are

necessary and sufficient.
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Theorem 4.133. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that

Q({*n},A)   ̂ U({sn],A)

for every real sequence \s„(x)}, defined over an infinite set A and bounded above

(below) over A for all «, C« and C5 are necessary and sufficient.

The five theorems 4.21-4.233 give necessary and sufficient conditions that

(T) shall transform sequences of zero oscillation into sequences of zero

oscillation.

Theorem 4.21. 7« order that (T) may be such that Q,({o-n],A)=0for every

sequence \sn(x)], defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A for all »,

such that Q.({ sn], A) = 0, no further conditions need be imposed upon ank.

Letting {x<} be any sequence of points of A, and q be an arbitrarily small

positive number, we can choose an index p for which (4.1112) holds; and using

(4.1113) obtain (4.1116) precisely as in Theorem 4.111. But

lim sup (qBmBn) ^ qB2;
fn**oo , fi-»oo

hence fl({<r„}, A)^qB2.   Since qB2 is an arbitrarily small positive number,

ß({<r„}, A) =0 and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 4.22. 7« order that (T) may be such that Q({o-„}, A) =0for every

sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A, such that fi({s„}, A) =0, no further

conditions need be imposed on ank.

This theorem follows from the preceding, for if Q({sn}, A)=0, A being a

finite set, then j„(x) is bounded over A for all «.

Theorem 4.231. 7« order that (T) may be such that fl({o-„}, A)=0for

every sequence {s„(x)}, defined over an infinite set A, such that ü({sn},A) =0,

C6 is necessary and sufficient.

Necessity follows from Lemma 4.02 (or 4.03). The sufficiency proof is a

modification of that of Theorem 4.131 in the same sense that the proof of

Theorem 4.21 is a modification of the sufficiency proof of Theorem 4.111.

This proof also establishes the following two theorems :

Theorem 4.232. 7» order that a real (T) may be such that Í2({<r„}, A) =0

for every real sequence {sn (x)}, defined over an infinite set A, such that Q ( {sn}, A )

= 0, C5 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 4.233. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that i2({o-n}, A) =0

for every real sequence {sn(x)], defined over an infinite set A and bounded above

(below) over A for all n, such that Q({ sn}, A) = 0, CB is necessary and sufficient.
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5. Continuous oscillation and convergence at a point

Let {/»(#)} be defined over a set A and let x<> be a point of A". Then the

continuous oscillation of {/„(#)} at x0 over A is denoted by £l(x0; {fn},A) and

is defined as follows: For each sequence {#<} of points of A with the limit x„,

form

lim SUp  | fn(Xi) - fn(xj) I = V,
iff—» oo , ff —* oo

¿-♦00, j~»00

the least upper bound of all such v is Q(x„; {fn},A). A sequence {fn(x)\ is

said to converge continuously at x„ over A when Q(x<¡; {/„} ,A) =0. We may

consider Q(x0; {/«}, A) as a measure of the deviation from continuous conver-

gence of {fn(x)\ at #o over A ; hence the relation ß(#0; {an} ,A)gQ(x0;

{s„},A) signifies that {o-„(a;)} is at least as nearly continuously convergent

at Xo over A as |i„(x)} is. The continuous oscillation of a real sequence at a

point is related to the ultimate bounds of the sequence at the point by the

following lemma, the proof of which is similar to that of Lemma 4.06.

Lemma 5.01. // {/„(#)} is a real sequence defined over a set A such that

x, is in A", then

n(xo; {/„} ,A) = Y(xo; {/„} ,A) - y(x0; {/„} ,A)*

whenever the right member has a meaning; otherwise ß(x0; {/„}, A) = + °°.

Using this lemma, we may note that the theorems of this section which

involve real transformations and sequences are related to the latter theorems

of §2 as the corresponding theorems of §4 are related to the latter theorems of

§1.
The eight theorems 5.111-5.133 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall not increase the continuous oscillation of a sequence at a point.

Theorem 5.111. In order that (T) may be such that

£2(x0; {<?»}, A) á tt(x0; {sn} ,A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A such that xais in A" and bounded

over a neighborhood D ofxo in A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Necessity follows from Lemma 4.01. To establish sufficiency, choose M

such that \sn(x) \ <M over D for all n, let {#¿} be any sequence of points of A

with the limit x0, and let q be any number greater than Q(xa; {sn} ,A). Then

there is an index p for which (4.1112) holds; let p be increased if necessary

* For real sequences ß(x0; {fn\, A) is sometimes defined by this relation. Hahn, p. 261.
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so that Xi is in D for i>p. Using (4.1113), we obtain (4.1117) exactly as in

Theorem 4.111; therefore Q(x0; {f»}, A)^q and sufficiency follows. The

same proof establishes

Theorem 5.112. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that

ß(*0; {on},A) g iî(x0; {s»},A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)\, defined over a set A such that x0 is in A0 and

bounded over a neighborhood D of x0in A for all n, Ct is necessary and sufficient.

The next two theorems result from the preceding two, for if ß(x0; {sn}, A)

is finite and x0 is an isolated point of A, then sn(x) is bounded over a neighbor-

hood D of x0 in A for all «.

Theorem 5.121. 7« order that (T) may be such that

û(x0; î>„} ,A) g ü(xo; {sn} ,A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point,

C, is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 5.122. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that

fi(x0; {<r„}, A) á ü(x0; {sn}, A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated

point, Ct is necessary and sufficient.

From Theorems 5.112 and 5.122 we obtain

Theorem 5.123. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that

fi(x0; \<jn] ,A) ^ n(x0; {Sn}, A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)], defined over a set A of which xa is an isolated

point and bounded above (below) over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all «,

C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 5.131.  7« order that (T) may be such that

O(x0; {o-n}, A) g fi(x0; {sn}, A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point, C<

and C5 are necessary and sufficient.

The proof of this theorem is a modification of that of Theorem 4.131 in the

same sense that the proof of Theorem 5.111 is a modification of that of

Theorem 4.111. The same proof establishes the next two theorems.
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Theorem 5.132. In order that a real (T) may be such that

n(xo; {<rn},A) g Í2(x0; {sn},A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point,

C4 and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 5.133. In order that (T) may be such that

Q(x0; {<Tn},A) ^ Q(x0; {sn},A)

for every real sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point

and bounded above (below) over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, C4 and C5

are necessary and sufficient.

The five theorems 5.21-5.233, the proofs of which are modifications of

the proofs of the corresponding theorems of §4, give necessary and sufficient

conditions that (T) shall transform sequences which converge continuously

at a point into sequences which converge continuously at the point.

Theorem 5.21. In order that (T) may be such that ß(#0; {<r„}, .4) = 0 for

every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A such that x0 is in A" and bounded

over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that U(xa; {sn}, A)=0, no

further conditions need be imposed on ank.

Theorem 5.22. In order that (T) may be such that ß(x0; {<r„}, A) =0 for

every sequence \sn(x)), defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point,

such that ß(x0; {sn}, A) =0, no further conditions need be imposed on ank.

Theorem 5.231. In order that (T) may be suck that ß(x0; {<r„}, A)=0for

every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point, such

that ti(x0; {sn}, A) =0, C6 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 5.232. In order that a real (T) may be such that ß(x0; {<rn},.4)=0

for every real sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point,

such that Q(x0; {sn\, A) =0, C6 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 5.233. In order that a real (T) may be such that ß(#0; {""»}, A)=0

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which xa is a limit point

and bounded above (below) over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that

ß(#o ; {sn}, A) = 0, C6 is necessary and sufficient.

6. Continuous oscillation and convergence at

all points and limit points of a set

In comparing the theorems of this section with those of §4, the following

facts, included as lemmas, should be noted.
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Lemma 6.01. If ß({/„}, A)^íl({Fn], A) where A contains more than

one point, then it is not necessarily true that ß(x; {/„}, A)^ ß(x; {Fn}, A)

over A.

This lemma is established by considering the following simple sequences.

Let Xi and X2 be two points of A and define/„(xi) = ( — 1)B, /„(x) = 0 for x ¿¿ xh

and Fn(x2) = ( -1) », F„(x) = 0 for x ̂ x2.

From the definitions of the functions involved we obtain at once

Lemma 6.02. If ß( {/„}, A) =0, A being an arbitrary set, then ß(x; {/„}, A)

= 0 over A °.

Lemma 6.03. If ß(x; {/„}, A) ^ ß(x; {F„}, A) over A " and A is compact,

thenQ({fn\,A)^Ü({Fn\,A).

Suppose A is compact and ß( {/„}, A ) > ß( {Fn}, A ) ; we shall show that

the hypothesis is contradicted. Choose a sequence {x<} of points of A and

four sequences {#►«}, {«<.}, {ia} and {ja\ of indices such that

lim \fma(xj - /„>,„) I = fi({/„} ,A).

Since A is compact, let {%{ \ be a subsequence of {x¿} with a limit, say x0 ;

then ß(x0; {/»}, A)^ ß({/„}, A). It follows at once from the definitions of

the functions involved that ß( {F„ ], A ) ^ ß(x ; {Fn}, A ) over A ° and we find

on combining inequalities that ß(x0; {/„}, ^4)>ß(x; {Fn}, A) over .4°;

thus the hypothesis is contradicted and the lemma is proved. If in this

lemma we set Fn(x) = 0 over A for all » we obtain

Lemma 6.04. If ß(x; {/„}, A)=0 over A0 and A is compact, then

Q({fn},A)=0.

The condition "A is compact" cannot be removed* from Lemma 6.04

and it follows that it cannot be removed from Lemma 6.03.

The theorems of this section are obtained from those of §5 as theorems

of §3 are obtained from §2.

The eight theorems 6.111-6.133 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (r) shall not increase the continuous oscillations of sequences at the

points and limit points of a set.

* To show this, let [xn\ be a sequence of points of A without limit points and define/„(a;,,)==l

and/„(z) =0, x^x„; then Q{x; {/„}, A) =0 over A*, 0({/„}, A) = 1, and the lemma fails.
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Theorem 6.111. In order that (T) may be such that

Sl(x; {<rn} ,A) ^ q(x; {s„\,A) over A0

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A, and bounded over

A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 6.112.  In order that a real (T) may be such that

0(«; {o-„}, A) g 0(«; {s,}, A) over A0

for every real sequence {s„(x)\, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded

over A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 6.121. In order that (T) may be such that

n(x; {<rn},A) g Çl(x; {sn} ,A) over A

for every sequence  {sn(x)\, defined over a set A without limit points, C4 is

necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 6.122.  In order that a real (T) may be such that

®(%; {<*n},A) ^ ®(x; {sn},A) over A

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points, C4

is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 6.123.  In order that a real (T) may be such that

ti(x; {<rn}, A) ¿ 0(x; {sn}, A) over A

for every real sequence {sn(x)\, defined over a set A without limit points and

bounded above (below) over A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 6.131.  In order that (T) may be such that

ü(x; {o-„},A) g ü(x; \sn},A) over A"

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point, C4

and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 6.132. In order that a real (T) may be such that

U(x; {o-n},A) g Q(x; {s„\,A) over 4°

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least, one limit point,

C, and C6 are necessary and sufficient.
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Theorem 6.133. 7» order that a real (T) may be such that

a(x; {<Tn\, A) g a(«; {s„}, A) over A"

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit

point and bounded above (below) over A for all », C< and C6 are necessary and

sufficient.

The five theorems 6.21-6.233 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall transform sequences which converge continuously at each

point and limit point of a set into sequences having the same property.

Theorem 6.21. 7» order that (T) may be such that ß(x; {o-„}, A) =0 over

A" for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded

in the neighborhood of each point of A" for all », such that ß(x; {sn}, A)=0

over A °, no further conditions need be imposed on ank.

Theorem 6.22. 7» order that (T) may be such that ß(x; {o-„}, A)=0

over A for every sequence [sn(x)\, defined over a set A without limit points,

such that ß(x; {s„}, A) = 0 over A, no further conditions need be imposed on ank.

Theorem 6.231. 7» order that (T) may be such that ß(x; {<rn}, A) =0 over

A ° for every sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point

such that ß(x; {sn}, A) =0 over A", C6 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 6.232. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that ß(x ; {o-n}, A ) = 0

over A0 for every real sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one

limit point, such that ß(x; {sn}, A) =0 over A°, C& is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 6.233. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that ß(x; {<rn}, A) =0

over A "for every real sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit

point and bounded above (below) over A for all «, such that ß(x; {sn}, A) =0

over A °, C5 is necessary and sufficient.

Chapter III. Uniform oscillation and convergence

In this chapter the transformations and sequences may, except in cases

where a specific statement to the contrary is made, be either real or complex.

We shall now prove together

Lemmas 7.01, 7.02. Let A be an infinite set and let {x„} be a sequence of

distinct points of A. In case A has a limit point x0, let {xa} have the limit x0.

If (T), real or complex, fails to satisfy C6, then there is a real sequence {sn(x)}

bounded above (below) over A such that

lim sup      I o-m(xi) — an(xi) | >     lim sup      | sm(x'¡) — sn(x¡) | = 0
m—> 00 . »—» 00 , t—» 00 m—» 00 , »—» 00 ,,'—» 00

where {x¡ } is any sequence of points of A.
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From a denial of C« it follows that there is a sequence {««} such that

lim na = + oo and 22a"«.* ̂  1 for a = 1,2,3, • • • .
«-»oo k—1

Define a real function s(x) over A, bounded above (below) over A such that

s(xa) = (- I)»/ k1 —  Xa».,

where A = 1 (2); and let i„(x) =s(x), n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .  Then sn(x) is bounded

above (below) over A for all w; and sm(x) — sn(x) =0 over A so that

lim sup     | sm(x'i) — sn(x'i) | = 0
fff-»O0 , ff—»00 , j—»00

where {xj ) is any sequence of points of A. But

(m " |\

I *(*<) I       ]C<W  -     J^ank     J
km,* Jt—1 1   /

^ lim sup ( | s(xi) | 1 —  Xa»*   ) è lim sup ( | s(xa) |   1 —  ^a»...*,   1 = 1
ff-»oo,i-»oo\ £_i        1/ a-»oo       \ t=i |/

and the lemmas are proved.

7. Uniform oscillation and convergence over a set

Let {fn(x)} be defined over any set A. Then the uniform oscillation of

the sequence {fn(x)} over the set A is denoted by 0( {/„}, A) and is defined as

follows : For each sequence {x<} of points of A, form

lim sup     | fm(xi) - fn(xi) | = o;
m-»oo , n-foo , i-»oo

the least upper bound of all such v is 0({fn}, A). It is well known that a

necessary and sufficient condition that a sequence {fn(x)} converge uniformly

over a set A is that 0({fn),A) =0. We may consider 0({/„}, A) as a measure

of the deviation from uniform convergence of \fn(x)} over A ; hence the

relation 0({an}, A) gO({sn}, A) signifies that {(rn(x)} is at least as nearly

uniformly convergent over A as (sn(x)} is.

The eight theorems 7.111-7.133 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall not increase uniform oscillations of sequences over a set.

Theorem 7.111.  In order that (T) may be such that

0({an},A) áO(|í.U)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A

for all n, d is necessary and sufficient.
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Necessity follows from Lemma 4.01. The sufficiency proof is verbatim

that of Theorem 4.111 except thatj is replaced by i and that the ß-function

is replaced by the O-function.   The same proof establishes

Theorem 7.112.  7» order that a real (T) may be such that

0({cn],A) ^0(\sn],A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded

over A for all n, Ct is necessary and sufficient.

Noting that if 0({sn], A) is finite and A is a finite set, then s„(x) is

bounded over A for all », we obtain the next three theorems.

Theorem 7.121.  7« order that (T) may be such that

0({<rn],A) úO({sn},A)

for every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over a finite set A, C4 is necessary and

sufficient.

Theorem 7.122. 7» order that a real (T) may be such that

0({<rn},A)^0({sn},A)

for every real sequence \sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A, C4 is necessary and

sufficient.

Theorem 7.123. 7» order that a real (T) may be such that

0({cn],A) iO({sn},A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A and bounded above

(below) over A for all », C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 7.131.  7» order that (T) may be such that

0({an},A) ^0({sn},A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an infinite set A, C4, C¡ and Ce are

necessary and sufficient.

The necessity of C4 follows from Lemma 4.01; that of C6 and Co from

Lemmas 4.04 or 4.05 and 7.01 or 7.02 respectively since for the sequences

there defined, 0({sn}, A)=0 while 0({an\, A)>0. If 0({sn}, A) = + <x>,

no proof of sufficiency is required. If 0( {sn}, A) is finite, let q be any greater

number and let {x<} be any sequence of points of A ; then there is an index

P such that \sr(xi)—s„(xi) | <q for p>p, v>p, i>p. Using C6 and C6 we

can choose an index N such that ank = 0, k = l, 2, 3, - • • , p for »>A7 and
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also S*=í+ia"* = l f°r n>N. Then, considering the identity (4.1113) with

j replaced by i, the first four terms of the right member vanish for m>N,

n>N; hence we obtain successively (4.1114), (4.1115), (4.1116), and, using

C4, (4.1117) with j replaced by i. Therefore 0({<rn}, A)g.q, 0({<rn\, A)

gO({sn}, A) and the theorem is proved. The same proof establishes the

next two theorems.

Theorem 7.132. In order that a real (T) may be such that

0({<r„},4) gO({sn},A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an infinite set A, Ct, C6 and C«

are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 7.133.  In order that a real (T) may be such that

0({<r„},4) gO({sn\,A)

for every real sequence  {sn(x)}, defined over an infinite set A and bounded

above (below) over A for all n, C4, C6, and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

The five theorems 7.21-7.233, the proofs of which are modifications of

proofs of earlier theorems of this section, give necessary and sufficient con-

ditions that (T) shall transform sequences which converge uniformly over a

set into sequences having the same property.

Theorem 7.21. In order that (T) may be such that 0({<rn}, A)=0 for

every sequence [sn(x) ), defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A. for

all n, such that 0({sn], A) =0, no further conditions need be imposed on ank.

Theorem 7.22. In order that (T) may be such that 0({an\, A)=0 for

every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a finite set A, such that 0( {sn}, A) =0, no

further conditions need be imposed on ank.

Theorem 7.231. In order that (T) may be such that 0({o-n}, A)=0 for

every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an infinite set A, such that 0( {sn}, A) = 0,

C6 and C« are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 7.232. In order that a real (T) may be such that 0({an}, 4) =0

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an infinite set A, such that

0({sn}, .4)=0, C6 and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 7.233. In order that a real (T) may be such that 0({an}, A)=0

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an infinite set A and bounded

above (below) over A for all n, such that 0( {sn}, A) = 0, C6 and C6 are necessary

and sufficient.
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8. Uniform oscillaton and convergence at a point

Let {/»(x)} be defined over a set A and let x0 be a point of A °. Then the

uniform oscillation of {/»(x)} at x0 over A (or measure of the deviation from

uniform convergence of {fn(x)\ at x0 over A) is denoted by O(x0; {/„}, .4)

and is defined as follows: For each sequence {x»} of points of A with the

limit x0, form

lim sup     | /m(x,) - fn(xi) I » v;
m—»00 ,»—»00 ,i—»00

the least upper bound of all such v is O(x0; {/„}, A). A sequence {/„(x)} is

said to converge uniformly at x0 over A when O(x0; {/„}, ^4) =0. The proofs

of the theorems of this section are similar to the proofs of the corresponding

theorems of §5, the essential difference occurring where the proofs of §5 refer

to §4; in such cases the proofs of this section refer to §7.

The eight theorems 8.111-8.133 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (T) shall not increase uniform oscillations of sequences at a point.

Theorem 8.111.  7« order that (T) may be such that

O(xo; {<r„} ,A) g O(x0; {sn\ ,A)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A such that x0 is in A ° and bounded

over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all », C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 8.112. 7» order that a real (T) may be such that

O(x0; {<Tn} ,A) g O(xo; {sn} ,A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A such that x0 is in A0 and

bounded over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all », C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 8.121.  7» order that (T) may be such that

O(x0; {<r„} ,A) g O(x0; {sn} ,4)

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point,

C4 »5 necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 8.122.  7« order that a real (T) may be such that

O(x0; {<r„}, A) g O(x0; {sn}, A)

for every real sequence {sn(x) ], defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated

point, C4 is necessary and sufficient.
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Theorem 8.123.  7« order that a real (T) may be such that

O(x0; {(Tn\, A) ^ O(x0; {sn}, A)

for every real sequence {sn(x) ], defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated

point and bounded above (below) over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all »,

C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 8.131.  7» order that (T) may be such that

0(xo; {<rn},A) gO(x0; {i„},4)

for every sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point,

C, C6, and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 8.132.  7» order that a real (T) may be such that

O(x0; {an} ,A) ^ O(x0; {sn\ ,A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point,

C4, C6, and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 8.133.  7» order that a real (T) may be such that

O(x0; [<jn] ,A) ^ O(x0; {s„} ,A)

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point

and bounded above (below) over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all », C4, C6,

and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

The five theorems 8.21-8.233 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (7) shall transform sequences which converge uniformly at a point

into sequences having the same property.

Theorem 8.21. 7» order that (T) may be suck that O(x0; {o-„}, A) =0 for

every sequence \sn(x) ], defined over a set A such that x0 is in A" and bounded

over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such that O(x0; {sn}, A) =0, no

further conditions need be imposed upon ank-

Theorem 8.22. 7« order that (T) may be suck that O(x0; {<r»}, A) =0 for

every sequence {sn(x)\, defined over a set A of which x0 is an isolated point,

such that O(x0; {sn}, A) =0, no further conditions need be imposed upon a„*.

Theorem 8.231. 7» order that (T) may be such that O(x0; {cr„}, A) =0 for

every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point, such

that O(x0; {sn\, A) =0, C6 and Ce are necessary and sufficient.
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Theorem8.232. In order that a real (T) may be such that O(x0; {an},A)=0

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point,

such that O(xo; {in}, A) =0, Cs and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem8.233. In order that a real (T) may be such that O(x0; {<r„},^4)=0

for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A of which x0 is a limit point

and bounded above (below) over a neighborhood D of x0 in A for all n, such

thatO(x0; {j„},.4)=0, C5 and C« are necessary and sufficient.

9. Uniform oscillation and convergence at all points

and limit points of a set

In comparing the theorems of this section with those of §7, the following

facts, given as lemmas, the proofs of which are similar to the proofs of the

corresponding lemmas of §6, should be noted.

Lemma 9.01. If 0({fn], A) gO({Fn), A) where A contains more than one

point, then it is not necessarily true that 0(x; {/„}, A) ^ 0(x ; {F„}, A) over A.

Lemma 9.02. If 0({f„}, A)=0, A being an arbitrary set, then 0(x; {/„},

A)=0 over A0.

Lemma 9.03. // 0(x; {/„}, A) gO(x; {Fn}, A) over A0 and A is compact,

thenO({fn},A)^0({Fn},A).

Lemma 9.04. // 0(x; {/„}, .4)=0 over A° and A is compact, then

O({fn},A)=0.

The theorems of this section are obtained from those of §8 as the theorems

of §6 were obtained from those of §5. The eight theorems 9.111-9.133 give

necessary and sufficient conditions that (T) shall not increase the uniform

oscillations of sequences at the points and limit points of a set.

Theorem 9.111.  In order that (T) may be such that

0(x; {<r„},4) g 0(x; {sn},A) over A0

for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded over A

for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 9.112.  In order that a real (T) may be such that

0(x; {<rn),A) Ú 0(x; \sn), A) over A*

for every real sequence {sn(x)\, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded

over A for all n, C4 is necessary and sufficient.
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Theorem 9.121. 7« order that (T) may be such that

0(x; {an] ,A) ^ 0(x; {sn], A) over A

for every sequence {sn(x)], defined over a set A without limit points, C4 is

necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 9.122. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that

0(x; \<rn],A) ^ 0(x; {sn],A) over A

for every real sequence {sn(x)], defined over a set A without limit points, C4

is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 9.123. 7» order that a real (T) may be such that

0(x; {<r„}, A) g 0(x; [sn], A) over A

for every real sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points and

bounded above (below) over A for all », C4 is necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 9.131. 7» order that (T) may be such that

0(x; {<Tn},A) ^0(x; {sn},A) over A"

for every sequence [sn(x)\, defined over a set A with at least one limit point,

C4, C6, and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 9.132. 7« order that a real (T) may be such that

0(x; {<Tn],A) U0(x; [sn], A) over A"

for every real sequence {s„(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point,

C4, Ce, and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 9.133. 7» order that a real (T) may be such that

0(x; {<rn],A) gO(x; {sn],A) over A0

for every real sequence (s„(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point

and bounded above (below) over A for all », C4, C6, and C6 are necessary and

sufficient.

The five theorems 9.21-9.233 give necessary and sufficient conditions

that (7) shall transform sequences which converge uniformly at each point

and limit point of a set into sequences having the same property.
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Theorem 9.21. In order that (T) may be such that 0(x; {an), A) =0 over

A" for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over an arbitrary set A and bounded

in the neighborhood of each point of A" for all n, such that 0(x; {sn}, A) =0

over A °, no further conditions need be imposed upon a„*.

Theorem 9.22. In order that (T) may be such that 0(x; {<r„}, A) =0 over

A for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A without limit points, such that

0(x; {sn}, A) =0 over A, no further conditions need be imposed upon ank.

Theorem 9.231. In order that (T) may be such that 0(x; {<r„}, A) =0 over

A" for every sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one limit point,

such that 0(x; {sn}, A) =0 over A0, C5 and C6 are necessary and sufficient.

Theorem 9.232. In order that a real (T) may be such that 0(x; {<r„}, A) =0

over A" for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one

limit point, such that 0(x; {s„}, A) =0 over A", C6 and C6 are necessary and

sufficient.

Theorem 9.233. In order that a real (T) may be such that 0(x; {an ), A) = 0

over A ° for every real sequence {sn(x)}, defined over a set A with at least one

limit point and bounded above (below) over A for all n, such that 0(x; {sn}, A) =0

over A0, Cs and C6 are necessary and sufficient.
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